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1. UK developments
UK Investment
UK investment in renewables
has risen (see left), but has
focused increasingly on the
more costly offshore wind
option. With the government
block to support for cheaper onshore wind and slow down of
PV support, that arguably
imbalanced pattern will get
worse. It means less capacity
per £ invested. Bloomberg
forecast that over the next 5
years the UK will in effect lose at least 1 GW of renewable capacity. As offshore wind moves
down it’s cost-reduction curve, the situation may improve, if then the money saved can be
spent on other projects, but Bloomberg says ‘without some form of change in policy support,
we could see investment drop off a cliff after 2019.’ www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/homenews/britains-renewable-energy-industry-is-about-to-fall-off-a-cliff-says-new-research-a6818186.html

The Institution of Mechanical
Renewables’ share of electricity generation
Engineers offered an even gloomier
23.5% in 2015 Q3, up 5.9% from 2014 Q3
view in its short report ‘Engineering
http://www.gov.uk/government/co
llections/renewables-statistics
the UK’s Electricity Gap’: the UK
was facing an unprecedented ‘energy
gap’ by 2025, with rising demand for
electricity likely to outstrip supply by
40-55%, given the closure of coal
and nuclear plants and slow progress
on their replacement. Hinkley would
not be ready by 2025 and few new gas
CCGT plants were going ahead, and
no CCS! Maybe so, but it didn’t seem
to notice that electricity demand has
fallen year by year. It assumed that
electricity would increasingly be used
for heating and transport, as is the governments current plan, with gas (including shale gas)
being used for electricity generation and not for heating, and private electric vehicles being
widely adopted. There are alternative approaches: biogas/green syngas for heating (via CHP/
local heat networks), and for buses and trucks, with other renewables rapidly expanded for
electricity use and energy saving upgraded. The IMechE did see some of that as sensible: the
National Infrastructure Commission should ‘take urgent action to prioritise greater energy
efficiency by industry and clarify financial incentives for research and development of
renewables, energy storage and combined heat and power’. http://www.imeche.org/news/newsarticle/closure-of-uk-coal-and-nuclear-plants-to-create-electricity-supply-gap-of-up-to-55-by-2025

Fact check: The IMechE said ‘Only four new gas-fired power stations have been built in the last 10 years’.
Actually, as was pointed out on the Guardian feedback site, 10 GW will have been added from 8 new-build gas
fired stations in 2009-2016, ‘and even more if you include small scale biomethane from landfill’. New plants:
Marchwood 842 MW in 2009; Langage 905 MW, Grain 1365 MW, Severn Power 850 MW, and Staythorpe C
1772 MW all in 2010; West Burton CCGT 1332 MW and Pembroke 2180 MW both in 2012; Carrington 880
MW due later this year: www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/jan/26/engineers-warn-of-looming-uk-energy-gap
Brexit would have many energy and climate policy implications: www.politico.eu/article/uk-brexitrenewable-energy-hinkley-nuclear-interconnectors-gas-climate-emissions-paris/ Also see Box later.
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First offshore floating wind farm

Technology

Norway’s Statoil has made the final investment decision to build the world’s first floating
wind farm, the Hywind pilot park 25 km offshore from Peterhead in Aberdeenshire, with
an investment of ~ £170m. It will cover ~ 4
square km, with 30 MW of wind turbines
on floating structures at Buchan Deep, in
a water depth of 95-120 metres, with wind
speed in this area of ~10 metres per second.
It will test a 1 MWh ‘Batwind’ Lithium-ion
battery unit.
Hywind is a
unique technology developed and owned by Statoil, verified
through six years of successful operation of a prototype installed
off the island of Karmøy in Norway. Hywind, with its simple spar
buoy design, is said to be competitive with other floating designs
in water depths of more than 100 metres. The capital cost of units
to be installed in Scotland are said to be 60-70% lower per MW
than for Hywind’s demo project in Norway.
http://www.statoil.com/en/NewsAndMedia/News/2015/Pages/03
Nov_HywindScotland_news_page.aspx

Biggest so far…
DONG Energy has announced its final
investment decision to go ahead with its
giant 1.2 GW Hornsea One offshore wind
farm, using 7 MW turbines, 120 km off
Humberside, much further out than most so
far. It will cover an area of ~ 407 sq. km:
http://www.dongenergy.co.uk/newreleases/articles/worlds-largest-ever-offshore-wind-farm-to-be-built-by-dongenergy Meanwhile there’s progress on costs, with offshore wind on target to get below
£100/MWh by 2020: https://ore.catapult.org.uk/crmf

Supergrid
Wind links
As large offshore wind
projects proliferate further
out from shore, longdistance links have to
made to land, and it makes
sense to integrate them in
with the long distance HVDC supergrid links with the European mainline that are planned,
including the proposed 1.4 GW UK-Norway link, set to be ready by 2020. That can help with
balancing, and link to Norway’s large hydro storage capacity. It’s one of 5 new links being
considered, which would double the 3.5 GWof existing UK-Euro links, with more possible:
www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/plans-to-link-uks-national-grid-to-norway-in-bid-to-harnesscountrys-green-energy-supply-considered-a6872336.html In fact 9 GW is now set as the long-term aim and

the Independent’s report is bit garbled: the UK-Norway link has been agreed. Their graphic (above) is
also a little simplified. The ERP says Norway has ~28 GW of reservoir hydro, ~ 17 GW of which is
controllable/pumped storage enabled. That could store excess UK wind for later export when UK wind
was low, but there would also be wider flows across the EU, with, at times, excess wind from central
europe being imported to the UK, though probably UK wind exports dominating overall in net terms.
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PV surpasses 10 GW
UK solar PV has reached over 10 GW total, according to the Solar Portal, and some say it
could reach 13-14GW before the deadline for the new lower support levels kicks in.
www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/exclusive_uk_solar_industry_hits_10gw_cumulative_pv_capacity_3728

There is some room for debate over the
exact figures since they depend on,
amongst other things, whether offgrid
and prequalified but not yet operating
Solar Media Ltd
units are included. DECC had put the
Solar Intelligence
Research 15/2/16
live total at 7-8 GW last year and had
earlier forecast a rise to around 10 GW
by 2020, while more recently suggesting
it might reach 13 GW by then. But
either way it’s clear that PV is rising
fast. Wind passed 10 GW in 2013 and is
also rising fast, boosted especially by
new offshore wind projects. So both
wind & solar are now ‘bigger’ in capacity terms than nuclear, which has declined to around 9
GW with the closure of Wylfa and de-rating of some AGRs. But with lower load factors, PV &
wind output will still be individually less than nuclear, though similar soon added together.
What next? Energy secretary Amber Rudd has confirmed that there are currently no plans for
large-scale solar to be handed future contracts under the Contracts for Difference (CfD)
mechanism. ‘We don’t have plans at the moment for a large-scale solar contract. What we
have found is that large-scale ground-mounted solar have confirmed to us that they do not
need any subsidy and that they can continue, subject to planning permission, because costs of
fallen to such a great degree they can continue without any form of contract.’ Solar Portal
commented: ‘the confirmation will come as a significant blow for large-scale projects left
stranded by the premature closure of the Renewables Obligation scheme and developers with
any interest the CfD process, which was originally designed to replace the RO’. Three more
CfD rounds are expected up to 2020, but it had not been made clear which technologies
would be able to apply, offshore wind apart. Rudd’s statement implies that PV will not be.
Both Rudd & energy minister Andrea Leadsom had alluded to this being the case by referring
to the CfD process as ‘offshore wind auctions’. While PV is now deemed ‘subsidy free’!
www.solarpowerportal.co.uk/news/rudd_confirms_no_plans_for_future_solar_cfds_1404

None of this is surprising. Rudd told the Commons on 22nd June ‘we do not want large-scale
solar’ and Greg Clarke, Secretary of State in the Dept for Communities & Local Government,
has refused over 100 MW of planning appeals for solar farms. But the 50 MW project at
Wroughton Airfield near Swindon is rushing to beat the grace period completion deadline.
The 49 MW Eveley project too. http://www.edie.net/news/10/One-of-the-last-bigsolar-farms-launches-under-Renewables-Obligation/ Brownfield sites may still
win! Or floating PV systems! Lightsource/Ennoviga Solar are deploying
over 61,000 floats for a 6.3 MW PV array covering a tenth of the Queen
Elizabeth II reservoir, near Walton on Thames, in a residential area. It
will help power a nearby water treatment facility and will help Thames
Water meet its target of self-generating a third of its power by 2020.
Mini hydro
www.pv-tech.org/news/lightsource-building-largest-floating-pv-project-in-europe

Storage is all the rage, including a new 5 MW Highview project
It’s testing its power-to-liquid air storage system near Manchester:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/feb/04/from-liquid-air-to-supercapacitators-energystorage-is-finally-poised-for-a-breakthrough Also see Dave Elliott’s overview of grid
www.nature.com/articles/nenergy20153 and soon his new IoP book on all this.
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plan blocked

Snowdonia National
Park Authority says no,
after a local campaign:
https://savetheconwy.com/

balancing/ storage:

Tidal Lagoon - more delay Rival:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-35660278

An independent review of tidal lagoon energy has been set up to examine its feasibility, the
UK government has said, but that was seen by some as adding yet another delay to the £1bn
project in Swansea. Energy Minister Lord Bourne said it was an ‘exciting, but as yet an
untested technology’ and he wanted ‘to better understand whether tidal lagoons can be cost
effective, and what their impact on bills will be - both today and in the longer term. This
review will help give us that clarity so we can determine what role tidal lagoons could have
as part of our plans to provide secure, clean and affordable energy for families and
businesses across the country.’ The review will look at the cost effectiveness of tidal lagoon
power as part of the UK energy mix, potential scale of opportunities in the UK and globally,
including the supply chain, ways of financing tidal lagoons, what size the first such project
should be and the scope for competition in delivering lagoons. A very broad and general
remit, then, putting the while thing into the future, whereas the Swansea Tidal Lagoon project
team had been looking to a CfD agreement soon! DECC said no final decision would be made
until the outcome of the review was made public, with a decision expected by the autumn.
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/feb/10/swansea-tidal-energy-scheme-faces-disastrous-setback-fromgovernment-review and http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-politics-35541862 See Cameron’s views below
Tidal current turbines are an alternative: ScotRenewables is looking to cost savings with its floating unit,
while Blue Power is progressing with plans for its 100 MW Fair Head Tidal Energy Park off Northern Ireland

Big heat pumps for district heating networks - arguably the best scale.
In off-gas grid sites, domestic-scale units may make sense, but a new report for DECC says
that large central heat pumps combined with CHP in high temp. networks can reduce
CO2/kWh by 48%, compared with systems with just CHP, and if combined with small
building-integrated heat pumps, that rises to 84% - if lower temp heat input can be accepted,
as in well insulated buildings. However, the cost of heat/kWh in that configuration is 74%
higher than with just CHP, making the first option (at only 35% more costly) the cheapest of
the mixes looked at, with its carbon saving cost being £133/tonne of CO2 compared with
£196/tonne. But it still costs more than CHP, and the report concludes that ‘if the large CO2
savings promised by heat pumps are to be achieved, there will need to be a continuation of
financial support for renewable heat and/or interventions to ensure a high effective price of
carbon emissions’. Heat pumps with cooling options could also help cut costs. But CHP wins!
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/489602/DECC_Heat_Pumps_in_District_Heating_-_Final_report.pdf

Demand-response provider Flexitricity has launched Flexitricity’s balancing system A grid
balancing system to boost the use of wind power that may otherwise be wasted. The
Footroom system automatically contacts businesses to let them know
Onshore wind
when output is rising, so they can maximise its use. As businesses that
‘As of 14 March,
respond by increasing their power demand receive payment in addition
64 onshore wind
to the extra electricity. This makes economic sense since wind production farm applications
above 1 MW had
has marginal costs and high carbon-saving value, so it’s better to sell
been submitted
it, even at low prices, than dump it, encouraging energy users to shift
across the UK
since 18 June
demand to when there is cheap wind available and thus avoid wasteful
2015, only five of
curtailment and the payment of controversial ‘constraint payments’,
which were in
whereby wind farms are paid to close down when there’s excess wind.
England’. Andrea
National Grid said: ‘The purpose of demand turn-up is to increase
Leadsom. A gloat?
demand on the system at times of high generation and low demand.
Primarily it will be used overnight to balance wind and interconnector flows on top of
nuclear baseload.’ Flexitricity’s Dr Alastair Martin, said: ‘Currently, when the wind is at its
strongest, the grid turns large power stations down or off. But it can’t turn down all of them,
so sometimes it has to turn off some of the wind farms. With Footroom, businesses can boost
productivity for minimal extra cost and are incentivised to do so. In turn, the grid can increase
the amount of electricity distributed to homes from clean renewable energy sources.’
http://utilityweek.co.uk/news/National-Grid-to-pay-customers-to-use-excess-power/1215602
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Smart Power gets some backing

Policy

A National Infrastructure Commission report says ‘smart power’ could save consumers up
to £8bn p.a. by 2030, via smart grid demand management, energy storage and interconnectors:
http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/505218/IC_Energy_Report_web.pdf

The government subsequently welcomed the NIC study, which had also pointed to a range of
blocks and problems, and in the 2016 Budget announcement it said that it ‘will implement the
commission’s recommendations, and will work with Ofgem to remove regulatory and policy
barriers, positioning the UK to become a world leader in flexibility and smart technologies,
including electricity storage’. The government is also going to allocate ‘at least £50 million
for innovation in energy storage, demand-side response and other smart technologies over
the next five years to help new technologies and business models access the market’.
It said Ofgem will also consult later this year on the future of the £100m Network Innovation
Competition to maximise the delivery of genuinely innovative projects and technologies.
In addition, the government said it ‘recognises the important contribution interconnection can
make to the future energy mix. There is a strong pipeline of projects in development, and the
government supports the market delivery of at least 9 GW of additional interconnection
capacity - an 80% increase on previous estimates.’ All good news, though not much money,
£150m, compared to the multi-billion funding package for Hinkley! The government issued
this rather embarrassing defense of that: http://www.gov.uk/government/news/5-reasons-why-we-arebacking-hinkley-point-c There was also £1bn in tax relief for gas and oil extraction in the Budget.

Next CfD rounds - 4 GW of offshore wind?
The 2016 Budget confirmed that ‘the government will auction Contracts for Difference of up
to £730 million this Parliament for up to 4 Giga Watts of offshore wind and other less
established renewables, with a first auction of £290 million. Support for offshore wind will be
capped initially at £105/MWh (in 2011-12 prices), falling to £85/MWh for projects
commissioning by 2026.’ Much less than Hinkley’s £92.5/MWh CfD! But at least something.
Though £290m for the next CfD round is a cut from the previous allocation cap: the total
budget for the first auction of CfDs, awarded in Feb. 2015, was £325m, and before that there
was an interim allocation of around £1bn’s worth of contracts, awarded without an auction.
All this is now operating within the cap set by the Levy Control Framework, designed to limit
the impact of subsidies on consumer’s bills. But the subsidy levels are falling as the market
and technology develops. A group of backbench Tory MPs had called on Osborne to extend
the LCF beyond 2020 to provide a route for renewables to deliver subsidy-free power from
2025. His inclusion of a CfD for offshore wind in 2026 is therefore interesting, although there
was no mention of the LCF: it needs sorting. The Green Alliance says £2.7bn of extra LCF
funding and removing blocks to deployment of lower cost renewables, such as onshore wind
and solar, could close the clean energy gap the UK is on track to face by 2025 and reduce the
overall cost of power sector decarbonisation: http://www.green-alliance.org.uk/Beyond_subsidy.php
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2451098/budget-2016-tory-mps-call-on-chancellor-to-build-on-renewables-proven-delivery-record

CRC ended The Budget also confirmed the end of the Carbon Reduction Commitment
The CRC scheme, a tax which sought to incentivise businesses to cut energy use, is to be
abolished at the end of Phase 2 (2014-19). The revenue that was generated by the CRC
scheme will be recouped by increasing the Climate Change Levy (CCL) from 2019. That’s a
little odd since, in the past, many Tories had viewed the CCL as a green tax best abolished,
but it’s now argued that the new approach ‘will significantly streamline the business energy
tax landscape by moving to a system where businesses are only charged one energy tax’.
http://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/508193/HMT_Budget_2016_Web_Accessible.pdf

The Energy and Climate Change Select Committee says the government must reinstate the ‘positive
and ambitious’ zero carbon homes policy, scraped last year, or establish a similar policy to ensure
that new homes generate no net carbon emissions and are inexpensive to heat and light.
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Cameron on CCS, tidal lagoons, wind
At a Commons Liaison Committee meeting in January, PM David Cameron was asked what
was the reason for the demise of the £1bn CCS competition and the lack of backing for the
Swansea tidal lagoon. On Carbon Capture and Storage, he said it wasn’t getting cheap
enough to run with at present. ‘You spend £1 bn on carbon capture and storage, you get some
carbon capture and storage capacity and it would cost you, at the current estimate, something
like £170 per megawatt-hour. That compares with unabated gas costing £65, onshore wind
perhaps as costing £70 and nuclear costing, say, £90. […] Governing is about making
decisions, and it seemed to me that the right decision was to say that we would not go ahead
with the £1 bn, because that is £1 bn that we can spend on other capital investment projects,
including energy projects such as making progress on energy storage or modular reactors’.
Hopefully inadvertently, he labeled CCS
A quick tidal briefing Also see next page
as a renewable option, and also seemed
The
tides follow the lunar cycle, so at slack tide times
to a be little confused about tidal saying it
between ebb & flood tides, there is no energy available,
offered ‘firm’ capacity: tricky - see box!
and the amount available at other times varies over each
‘Instinctively, I can see the strength of the
neap and flood cycle, with the daily cycle also shifting
argument for tidal power, because one of
in time progressively and often being poorly matched to
energy demand cycles. Segmented lagoon or barrage
the problems with renewables is whether
might store water, when power demand is low,
they can provide base-load power. Nuclear basins
for later generation, and excess power, produced during
can. Wind cannot, because it is intermittent. high tide/low demand periods, might be stored and used
But tidal, because the tide is always going later, so in a sense they might offer firmer power. But so
in or out, can provide base-load power. The could wind, if its surpluses were stored, using pumped
hydro, or indeed pumped lagoons or barrages. By
problem with tidal power, simply put, is
contrast, a network of small modular tidal current
that at the moment we have not seen any
turbines, and possibly small barrages and lagoons,
distributed around the coast, might offer more nearly
ideas come forward that can hit a strike
firm power, since high tides occur at different times in
price in terms of pounds per megawatteach location: that is one unique tidal attraction.
hour that is very attractive. That is the
challenge for tidal. Maybe they can come up with something. They are very long-term
schemes with big investments up front, and they can last for many, many years, but right now
my enthusiasm is reduced slightly by the fact that the cost would be quite high.’
http://data.parliament.uk/WrittenEvidence/CommitteeEvidence.svc/EvidenceDocument/liaison/evidence-fromthe-prime-minister-12-january-2016/oral/26761.htm

He didn’t have much to say about onshore wind power, except that ‘the cost has come down,
so in my view it does not need to have the expensive subsidy’, though it was still ‘going to go
from 9 GW in 2015 to 13 GW in 2020, so there is still going to be an increase’. However, that
is far from clear. Certainly beyond 2020. RWE Innogy has scrapped or put on hold onshore
wind farm projects worth £1bn due to uncertainty about future funding. Amber Rudd has
talked of 7 GW being blocked - if the governments RO changes aren’t blocked by the Lords:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/12105831/RWE-puts-1bn-onshore-wind-investment-on-hold.html

What about solar? Cameron kept off that. But despite the demise of the Zero Carbon Homes
programme, it’s still been booming and there is a £1bn Chinese-backed PV solar initiative:
www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/2442024/welink-energy-and-british-solar-renewables-strike-gbp11bn-deal-with-cnbm-todeliver-8-000-zero-carbon-homes Pity it wont be using UK-developed ideas like Naked Energy’s

hybrid PV-solar thermal system, which could link to heat stores: www.nakedenergy.co.uk/

Escape clause The Government compensates heavy industrial energy users for RO/FiT
It says the cost resulting from the Renewables Obligation and Feed-in Tariff, risk reducing their international
market competitiveness. So coal mining, quarrying, steel, aluminum, chemicals, plastics, textiles, paper and
board production may all be eligible to get an 85% rebate - £13/MWh. Assuming their energy use cost them
more than 20% of their mean gross value added, or less (7%) for some selected areas, including perfumes and
toiletries! For an eligible company using ~7,000MWh p.a. of electricity the rebate would be ~£90,000!
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/492943/BIS-16-75-guidance-compensation-indirect_costsrenewables-obligation-and-small-scale-feed-in-tariffs.pdf And the details of the new ECO rules for energy utilities wont emerge until 2018!
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Tidal Lagoon ‘Plan B’ lobbying

Panic move

With worries about
Lynne Featherstone, a peer and former coalition minister,
meeting winter peaks, an
backed the Swansea Tidal lagoon in the Lords, asking: ‘If it
old 700MW mothballed
does not proceed with Hinkley Point, what is the government’s
gas-fired power plant is
being restarted:
plan B for the security of our energy supply in future years,
www.powerengineeringint.com/ar
given that the support for renewables industries has been
ticles/2015/10/mothballed-gasfired-power-plant-re-opened-incompletely undermined by the government and that there is still
uk-effort-to-ensure-capacity.html
no commitment to the Swansea Bay tidal lagoon, which would
provide energy for 120 years - three times as long as would a nuclear power station?’ Former
Tory cabinet minister David Jones also backed lagoons, saying nuclear projects ‘are finite
and have potential unforeseen consequences in terms of disposal of waste,’ while ‘tidal
lagoons provide a clean source of power that, built on a Victorian scale, will last for many
decades if not centuries’. Another Welsh Tory MP, Byron Davies, said the lagoon ‘has the
potential to produce energy that is cheaper than even nuclear and gas’, while Labour MP
Paul Flynn said tidal energy was ‘free, British and of immense power, whereas the source of
energy for Hinkley Point is an imported form of fuel that will leave a legacy for all time’.
However, Andrea Leadsom, the energy minister, told MPs
Storage backed
that the Swansea Bay scheme was ‘not comparable’ to the
A report from the Carbon
new nuclear station. She is right, it’s only ~300MW
Trust and ICL says that ‘the
compared to the 3.2 GW nuclear plant - over ten times less.
UK can realise significant cost
And although its capital cost, put at around £1bn, would
savings if market arrangements
make it cheaper/MW than £24bn Hinkley project (roughly
for the electricity system allow
for an efficient deployment and
£3m v £8m/MW), its load factor would be very much lower
use of energy storage,
(maybe 18% v 90%), so the cost per kWh could be ~20%
alongside other flexibility
higher. Or more, if EDF’s figure of £18bn is used (£24bn
options such as demand
includes finance costs estimates). Certainly it’s been said
response & interconnectors.’
Many of the changes needed
the lagoon would need a much higher level of CfD support
‘are likely to be cost neutral
than Hinkley, (£160 v £92.5/MWh) although it could be
and require no additional
reduced if the CfD contract ran over a long period. Hinkley’s funding from the government’.
contract is for 35 years. Renewables have only been given 15
But action was needed now.
www.carbontrust.com/media/672486/en
years. Leadsome did admit that ‘the Swansea Bay project
ergy-storage-report.pdf
was in our manifesto. The government absolutely recognises
The Budget allocated £50m
over 5 years to storage/DSM
its potential to deliver low-carbon, secure energy for the
future. However, it was not a commitment to deliver a
contract for difference. This government [is] absolutely determined to prioritise keeping costs
down, to be on the consumer’s side and to decarbonise at the lowest price while keeping the
lights on.’ So while the project was ‘of huge interest’, the government ‘must keep a close eye
on the cost’. http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/mar/10/swansea-bay-tidal-lagoon-energy-project-hinkley-point-wales

Heat Networks get a boost…
The government is to provide £1.5 m for 27 heating projects across 24 local authorities in
England & Wales. DECC has warmed to the idea recently and says heat networks have the
potential to supply 14-43% of energy to buildings by 2050, while lowering emissions & bills.

…but the GIB goes on sale
The government has launched the controversial sale process for the Green Investment Bank.
Lord Smith, its Independent Chair, has said that attracting private investors to the GIB is
‘vital’ if it is to fund its plans to double the size of its business and expand into new parts of
the green economy. Since it was set up bin 2012 it’s committed £2.6bn to almost 70 UK green
infrastructure projects. However, the sale of the bank attracted criticism from MPs and others
worried that it will loose its green credentials and become ‘just another bank’. In response the
government said it will create a special share in the company to protect its green mission: it
could veto inappropriate projects: http://resource.co/article/gib-sale-process-launched-10924
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The Big Picture: DECC’s overall plan
DECC’s electricity plan: ‘Government subsidies have enabled many renewable technologies
to be cost-competitive and we are already on track to deliver 30% of our electricity from
renewables by 2020, while also meeting the government’s commitment to end any new public
subsidy for onshore wind and changing the law so that local people have the final say on
wind farm applications. One of the most cost-effective contributions we can now make to
further reducing emissions in the power sector is replacing coal-fired power stations with
gas. We will consult in Spring 2016 on proposals to close all unabated coal power stations by
2025 and restrict their use by 2023, if we are confident that enough new gas generation will
come forward to ensure security of supply. On carbon capture and storage, we will consider
the advice from Lord Oxburgh’s CCS Advisory Group as we explore our future approach to
this technology for both power and industrial processes.
‘There is no sign yet that carbon
Offshore wind could potentially also make an important
capture and storage can be even
close to competitive with nuclear
contribution, if the technology can move quickly to costpower or offshore wind’. David
competitiveness. Support will be strictly conditional on the
Cameron, PQ reply March 2nd
delivery of the cost reductions we have seen already
accelerating. If these are achieved, the government could
Energy Select Committee says
support up to 10 GW of offshore wind in the 2020s. Our
clearer plans are needed to avoid
long-term plan for predictable & clean electricity includes
loss of business confidence:
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm
a significant expansion of new nuclear. We therefore
welcome plans from developers for a fleet of nuclear plants, 201516/cmselect/cmenergy/542/542.pdf
including the planned development at Hinkley and proposals for Wylfa & Moorside. We are
also commissioning an independent review to assess the strategic case for tidal lagoons.’
On heat, and energy efficiency, DECC says they are ‘increasing funding for the Renewable
Heat Incentive to £1.15bn by 2020 to 2021, while reforming the scheme with a focus on
improving value for money and reducing costs, improving cost control and budget
management, and exploring the best way to support households that are less able to pay. We
also intend to bring together heat with energy efficiency in buildings, to reduce carbon
through a combination of demand reduction and efficient generation.’ See RHI below.
On subsidies, they say they ‘have already taken action to control spend under the Levy
Control Framework (LCF), which manages the costs of DECC low carbon electricity policies
on bills. All of the proposed actions have the potential to save consumers in the region of
£500m a year from 2020 to 2021.’ And the full package of measures, as announced at the
2015 Autumn Statement, aims ‘to reduce the projected cost of green policies on the average
annual household energy bill by £30 from 2017’, with the ‘the bulk of these savings will come
from reforms to the current Energy Company Obligation (ECO) scheme, under which energy
suppliers deliver energy efficiency measures to households. This will be replaced from April
2017 with a new cheaper domestic energy efficiency supplier obligation which will run for 5
years.’ However, in parallel DECC has also proposed an exemption for Energy Intensive
Industries, including the steel industry, from the policy costs of the Renewables Obligation
and Feed-in Tariffs, ‘to ensure that they have long-term certainty and remain competitive’.
www.gov.uk/government/publications/decc-single-departmental-plan-2015-to-2020/single-departmental-plan2015-to-2020 See Escape clause Box above. Reactions to DECCs plan, and DEFRA’s parallel
5 year plan at: www.edie.net/news/11/DECC-Defra-five-year-2020-plan-energy-environment-policy

DECC’s emphasis is rather supply-side heavy. OFGEM produced
Low cost wind
a position paper on flexible demand last year, which said, ‘simply
DECC is keen on ‘zero
building more power stations & cables to meet demand when the
subsidy’ CfDs. Could
Good Energy’s proposed
wind isn’t blowing, or the sun isn’t shining, is neither sustainable
11 turbine wind farm
nor efficient’. Instead it felt we needed to ‘make networks more
near Bude get one?
flexible and to provide residential consumers with new tools to
manage their energy use through smart meters’, to balance demand and supply, aided by
storage: www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2015/09/flexibility_position_paper_final_0.pdf
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The RHI to be ‘reformed and refocused’
The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) was introduced to support households, businesses,
public bodies and charities in moving from conventional forms of heating to renewable, low
carbon sources of heat. It has escaped cuts so far, but the government’s wants to restructure it
to keep consumer energy costs down and get better value for money. It expects spending on
the RHI to rise from £430m in 2015/16 to £1.15bn in 2020/21, but says it wants to promote
wider access and make projects more affordable, ‘by firmly controlling costs’. It also wants to
promote ‘those technologies which are likely to be strategically important in the longer-term’.
It says: ‘Some forms of support for biomass offer a relatively stronger value for money route
to delivering renewable heat generation and contribution to the UK’s 2020 renewable energy
target. However, the schemes must also support the long-term decarbonisation of heating in
the UK. This means giving appropriate support to other technologies which Government
expects to have an important role in that transition.’ Under its proposed reform package,
domestic deployment would still be focused on off-gas grid areas, including, but not limited
to, rural areas. But it says ‘we also expect these reforms to drive greater uptake of a wider
range of technologies and potentially also new uses of low carbon heat. This might include,
for example, the use of larger-scale biomass fired heat in energy intensive industries and
process-heating; the more widespread use of heat pumps in providing heat to homes and
commercial buildings; the use of wastes in biogas production, and higher uptake amongst
those living in fuel poverty or in smaller properties with lower heat demands.’
Specifically, in addition to its drive
Waste not crops for AD
to promote the most appropriate
The Government says its policy is that ‘the primary
type of heat pumps in the domestic
purpose of agricultural land should be for growing food.
sector, it wants to support the use of
However, growing deployment of AD on farms has caused
food and farm waste-based biomass
a significant increase in the use of crops for AD. In 2014,
feedstock rather than crop-based
maize grown for AD made up 19% of the total maize area
feedstocks for Anaerobic Digestion
in England and 0.7% of England’s total arable are a
significant portion of planned plants whose operations are
(AD). See Box: it says this is due to
geared towards high crop use.’ It had ‘specific concerns
the former’s higher costs/impacts,
about the impact of late harvested crops such as maize on
but it also notes that the ‘forecast
soil and water quality’. But it says it ‘recognises that there
spend for the biomethane tariff has
may be circumstances where developers find it preferable
exceeded expectations’. However
to use crops’ including higher consistency and calorific
value of feedstock, or when crops can’t be sold to the food
biomass-fired Combined Heat &
market. So ‘it may not be appropriate to ban crops from
Power plants will still be backed.
AD plants’, but ‘it is not Government’s intention to drive
There would be a new budget cap.
an industry which has a high dependency on crops’. It also
The Secretary of State could
notes that biogas derived from crops tends to be at the top
suspend new accreditation if RHI
end of the price range, whilst the use of waste can offer
spending looks likely to be too high. extra advantages: ‘Where food waste cannot be prevented,
AD is the best available treatment option. AD can reduce
This is in addition to the current
emissions on farms where it is used to treat manures and
budget management ‘degression’
slurries, as well improving the management of on- farm
mechanism which reduces tariffs
nutrients and providing a route for farm diversification.’
available to new applicants when
forecast spending commitments meet pre-set triggers.
The domestic scheme will be streamlined by removing the requirement for applicants
to undertake a Green Deal assessment - inevitable given the demise of the Green Deal. And
deep geothermal projects will also be supported in the non-domestic RHI.
Overall, the Government says ‘We estimate the scheme will support 23 TWh of renewable
heat generation in 20/21’. It will be interesting to see the responses to the consultation. The
cut proposed in support for solar heating, seen as ‘mature’ and not good value for more
taxpayer help, certainly didn’t go down well with the Solar Trade Association.
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/505127/The_Renewable_Heat_Incentive__A_reformed_and_refocussed_scheme.pdf http://www.solar-trade.org.uk/government-proposal-drop-solar-thermal/

*Energy Efficiency also needs a very serious boost, says the Policy Exchange:
http://www.policyexchange.org.uk/images/publications/efficient energy policy.pdf
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Brit wind - local content rule

All set..

UK Energy generation is poised to
Offshore wind projects may need some ‘local content’ to
undergo rapid transformation as it
win in the next contracts for difference (CfD) auction,
moves to a low carbon future and the
planned for the end of 2016, energy minister Andrea
energy industry is prepared to
Leadsom says: ‘For the UK to benefit properly from our
undertake much of the ‘heavy
lifting’ to make it happen, with
decision to support new offshore wind, we will require UK
smart grids, energy storage, and
content and the UK supply chain to be a key beneficiary of
distributed power seen as key
it’. DECC also backed local content elements: it was
drivers. So says trade body Energy
‘encouraging developers to consider them so they can win
UK: www.energyoffshore supply chain contracts - bringing jobs and growth uk.org.uk/publication/342-research-andreports/pathways-2030.html Also see
to local people’. Wind Power Monthly said this wasn’t the
http://www.carbonbrief.org/uk-needs-anenergiewende-says-energy-industry-chief
first hint of local content laws. In 2014, Michael Fallon
said that ‘under the electricity market reform, we are also
Wind 30% cheaper than
requiring developers to prepare supply-chain plans for
nuclear http://realfeedintariffs.blogspot.co.uk/2016/03/onsh
approval of the secretary of state. They will need to
ore-wind-schemes-now-being.html
demonstrate how their projects will contribute to growth of the
UK supply chain & specifically how the projects will support the development of competition,
how they will boost innovation and, critically, how they will boost skills & employment.’
It’s unclear if onshore wind will be allowed in any of the next 3 proposed CfD
auctions, but Leadsom confirmed that the government was in discussion with the Paris
COP21
industry over what she called ‘market-stabilising’ CfDs that could benefit wind
targets
projects: if they cost less than gas projects, they could be classed as subsidy-free:
should be
http://www.windpoweroffshore.com/article/1383483/next-uk-auction-winners-will-require-local-content

Sun hates wind

https://twitter.com/LeoHickman/status/691874380956221440

enacted
in UK
lawLeadsom

The Sun’s alarmist editorial on possible blackouts prompted this reaction from
Greenpeace: http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/2016/02/01/factcheck-do-windfarms-cause-blackouts/
The short IMechE report (see p.1 above), on which the Sun’s invective was loosely based,
and which got other media attention, was also very effectively challenged by Carbon Brief:
www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-the-uks-looming-electricity-supply-gap The Telegraph went for subsidies:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/earth/energy/12156171/Revealed-the-great-wind-farm-tax-con.html

RSPB saves Bats

Its new wind turbine will shut down at key bat-gathering times:
www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/feb/06/rspb-plans-bat-friendly-wind-turbine while the fight for
community energy goes on: http://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/high-court-challenge-to-aims-of-community-energy/

Capacity market upgrade

Brexit- to isolation?

The capacity market, in which generators bid for
Many issues are raised by the proposal
contracts to guarantee there is enough balancing backto leave the EU. Here is just one: Brexit
would means that the UK could ignore
up capacity to meet electricity needs, e.g. through the
energy and climate directives and
winter, will now come into play for 2017/18, instead of EU
that might provide a precedent for some
2018/19 as planned. Contract Auctions have been held
climate/ anti green contrarians to call for
us to exit from our own commitments
for winters 2018/19 and 2019/20, and DECC said it
too: http://euanmearns.com/the-origins-of-thewould hold an auction for winter 2017/18 early next
2008-uk-climate-change-act/
The EU has pushed renewables quite
year. Reforms to the system it announced also involve
hard and forced the UK to do so too, but
plans to encourage investment in new gas-fired plants.
many don’t like what they see as a remote
Seems the first two rounds didn’t deliver enough! Lisa
wasteful, unaccountable, bureaucracy.
Nandy, shadow energy secretary, saw it as ‘a panicked
There certainly are problems. Should we
try to sort them, or just walk away? To
response that will raise energy bills and deliver a
maybe not so splendid isolation?
windfall to some of the biggest energy companies’. But
the reforms also include tougher action on companies which back out of their contracts.
www.gov.uk/government/news/reforms-to-capacity-market-to-improve-energy-security-for-families-and-businesses
Reaction: https://sandbag.org.uk/blog/2016/mar/1/capacity-mechanism-reform-final-hurrah-unabated-ga/
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EDF looks for more Hinkley funding Nuclear
Feb 2007: ‘EDF will turn on its first nuclear plant in Britain before Christmas 2017’, EDF CEO
The cliff-hanging saga of EDF’s much delayed ‘final investment decision’ on Hinkley was all
about the need to raise more finance for the £18bn project. EDF has been considering selling
assets worth more than €4.5 bn, including a stake in its eight British nuclear plants, of which
Hinkley Point B is one. Though they are old and seem prone to breakdowns, they do provide
reasonably steady income - and EDF’s Heysham 1 & Hartlepool are to have their life
extended by 5 years until 2024, while Heysham 2 and Torness will see their closures pushed
back by 7 years to 2030. So, with these plants long since having paid off their capital costs,
EDF could have some extra high-yield long-term income, if it kept them. But it needs money
now. And it could only sell a 29% share of these plants if it wanted to retain a controlling
51% stake, so this would only raise around €2.6 bn. EDF also needs €55 bn to upgrade its
ageing nuclear plants in France, and has also agreed to buy between 51 and 75% of struggling
French reactor builder Areva NP, which is valued at €2.7 bn. So it would have to find at least
€1.4 bn for that. With its share values at all time low, its options for raising cash were
limited: http://blueandgreentomorrow.com/2016/01/14/reckless-edfs-survival-threatened-by-hinkley-point-c/
Even more problematically, French nuclear regulator ASN has pushed back until the end of
this year a decision on what to do about weak spots in the vessel of EPR nuclear reactor that
EDF is building at Flamanville in northern France. EDF said last September Flamanville
would not be operational before 2018 and would cost €10.5 bn, up from an initial budget of
€3 bn. Reuters said ‘If ASN were to decide that Areva needs to replace the reactor vessel or
lid because of the weak spots, the Flamanville project could face significant further delays
and cost overruns’. That could have knock-on effects on the Hinkley EPR project funding:
www.reuters.com/article/edf-france-nuclear-idUSL8N1541PE?rpc=401 So it wasn’t surprising that EDF
went cap in hand to the French government asking for more help: could it take a 10% stake?
Unlikely given Frances’ economic woes, but relief from paying (state) dividends might be on:
www.theecologist.org/News/news_round_up/2986989/unable_to_raise_hinkley_c_nuclear_cash_edf_turns_to_f
rench_government.html. Maybe unsurprisingly the Hinkley EDF team project leader resigned:
www.energylivenews.com/2016/02/02/edfs-hinkley-nuclear-project-boss-quits/ And then its finance
director: www.theguardian.com/business/2016/mar/07/hinkley-investment-decision-soon-says-edf-chief-afterfinance-director-resigns Even if a decision to go ahead finally emerges, construction won’t start
until 2019: http://climatenewsnetwork.net/giant-nuclear-project-postponed-again That gets perilously

close to the UK governments loan deadline: it has offered £2bn in a loan guarantee, but
indicated that this ‘must be repaid by December 2020 by the shareholders of the project
company,’ adding that ‘there is no further obligation to issue guarantees after that date’. And
with 6 trade union members of the 18 member EDF board said to oppose the deal, maybe it
will stay stalled: www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-somerset-35689784. A compromise might be to
postpone the plan by a few years and offer the UK government to build better ‘New Model’
EPRs, instead of the current dated, failed model. www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/edf-underpressure-to-abandon-hinkley-point-c-nuclear-power-plant-project-a6873936.html But desperate to keep it going,
the French government may come to the rescue, by recapitalising EDF, but it’s all still very
uncertain. Here’s what may be a better, cheaper, approach: wind, with P2G:
www.theecologist.org/essays/2987195/wind_power_with_windgas_is_cheaper_and_greener_than_hinkley_point_c_nuclear_plant.html

Wylfa doubts: Hitachi are worried about the Hinkley uncertainty - there could be knock on
effects for its Wylfa ABWR project: www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/12156773/UK-new-nuclear-planwill-fail-without-private-investors-says-Horizon-chief.html0

and www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-north-west-wales-35451337

ONR crisis All the new nuclear projects could face problems. The UK Office for Nuclear
Regulation is having staffing issue: it may not be up to the job of vetting the new reactor designs:
www.bmmagazine.co.uk/newswire/nuclear-watchdog-risks-meltdown-critics-warn/ A wider view on expertise:
www.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2986863/trident_nuclear_submarines_and_the_uks_nuclear_power_imperative.html0
Too fanciful? Well, so, arguably, is this! http://euanmearns.com/an-energy-plan-for-france-and-the-uk/

And this is depressing: http://labourlist.org/2016/03/nandy-britain-needs-to-build-more-nuclear-power-stations/
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2. Global news & developments
IEA taken to task
PV solar grew much faster
than anyone expected
www.carbontracker.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/Lost-intransition-Exec-Sumary_221015.pdf

www.richardpriestley.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/carbon_tracker_sol_3485878a.png

Carbon Tracker’s ‘Lost
in Transition’ report claims
that IEA estimates of fossil
fuel growth are inflated
while those for renewable
expansion are under estimated: see their figure
left. ‘With the benefit of
hindsight’ it notes ‘the IEA
has been significantly
underestimating solar plus
wind generation growth’.

www.businessspectator.com.au/article/2015/11/12/renewable-energy/why-does-iea-keep-underestimating-solar-and-wind

See what you think. Here’s a summary of the IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2015 - it has
renewables roaring ahead in the lead in terms of annually added capacity by 2040, ahead of
coal after the early 2030’s. Nuclear stays stalled. By 2040, renewable power generation will
reach 50% in the EU and around 30% in China and Japan, and over 25% in the US and India.
Could do better! www.worldenergyoutlook.org/media/weowebsite/2015/151110_WEO2015_presentation.pdf
For more: http://www.worldenergyoutlook.org/media/weowebsite/2015/WEO2015_Factsheets.pdf
‘There are unmistakable signs that the much-needed global energy transition is underway,
but not yet at a pace that leads to a lasting reversal of the trend of rising CO2 emissions’.
www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/publication/WEB_WorldEnergyOutlook2015ExecutiveSummaryEnglishFinal.pdf

Global Wind: WWEA looks to 40% at 2050
The World Wind Energy Association report Wind Energy 2050: On the Shape of Near 100%
Renewable Energy Grid, looks to 2050, when it says near 100% renewable energy grids will
be established. Stefan Gsänger, WWEA Secretary General, said it showed that ‘there are no
basic technical barriers for wind power to contribute a large portion of the future global
energy supply. 40 % wind power in 2050 is a realistic scenario, and the remaining 60 % will
well be covered from other renewable technologies so that the world can
Excellent new
reach a 100 % renewable power supply latest by the middle of this century.’
integration
To make that happen, the reports says there is a need for:
overview:
*More flexibility in the power system, which implies a lesser capacity based
http://martinot.inf
o/Martinot_AR20
on nuclear & coal and a larger capacity based on hydro or fast response units
16_grid_integrati
*A larger number of transmission links needs to be set up from a high wind
on_prepub.pdf
resource area to the adjoining areas. DC and HVDC technologies need to be
deployed, with converters and power electronics that address issues of harmonics and stability
* Utility scale storage systems, hydro, V2G and smart grids to balance fluctuations
* Better forecasting of output from wind farms over both, long (1 week) and short term (1 hr)
*Wind turbines to be modified to enable better control and grid
A bad move
friendly operation, curtailed operation or power factor adjustments
www.wwindea.org/wind-energy-2050-on-the-shape-of-near-100-renewable-energy-grid/

Big global push to nearly double renewables by 2025
16 of the world’s leading energy firms, including EDF, EDP, Schneider Electric & Vestas,
have launched a joint ‘scaling up renewables’ action plan to support the deployment of 1.5
TW of extra capacity by 2025. It’s part of the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development's Low Carbon Technology Partnership Initiative. There is currently about
1.94TW of renewable capacity globally. To meet the IEA’s projections for a 2C pathway,
this must grow to 3.49TW in 2025 and 4.53TW in 2030. http://www.wbcsd.org/
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The US Supreme
Court’s interim
block on Obama’s
Clean Energy plan
may hit the COP
21 Paris accord:

www.nytimes.com/201
6/02/11/us/politics/car
bon-emissions-parisclimate-accord.html

100% renewable by 2050 in 139 countries
Developing on their earlier 100% global scenario, US academics Mark Jacobson and Mark
Delucchi and their team have spelt out how 139 countries can each generate all the energy
they will need from wind, solar and water power technologies by 2050, in substantial detail.
Here is a draft: http://web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/jacobson/Articles/I/CountriesWWS.pdf
It includes some cost estimates, with average projected US figures for 2050 as shown in the
Box, right. They include transmission costs. Costs are then broken down, country by country,
and are set alongside the environmental and health costs
in $/kWh at 2050
avoided by using renewables for each of them. Along with Cost
Delivered cost but externalities excluded
saved energy costs (renewables being even cheaper by then Nuclear, APWR
0.097
Nuclear,
SMR
0.097
then) the total cost avoided is put at $4,982 per person per Biomass direct
0.119
year, with the environmental savings ($1,930/p/y) trumped Geothermal
0.106
Hydropower
0.074
by air pollution related saving at $2,882/p/y - the latter
On-shore wind
0.082
avoiding up to 4.6 million premature deaths. It is all held
Off-shore wind
0.139
together by a massive energy efficiency drive, keeping
CSP no storage
0.132
CSP with storage
0.086
demand at current levels. There is a welcome section on
PV utility crystalline tracking 0.076
grid balancing, though some of that is ‘work in progress’. PV utility crystalline fixed 0.080
Technology It would include ~1.17 million onshore 5 MW wind

turbines, providing 19.4% of 139 the countries power, 762,000 offshore 5 MW wind turbines (12.9%), 496,900 50 MW utility-scale
solar PV plants (42.2%), 15,400 100 MW utility-scale CSP plants
with storage (7.7%), 653 million 5kW residential rooftop PV systems
(5.6%), 35.3 million 100 kW commercial/government rooftop PV
systems (6.0%), 840 100 MW geothermal plants (0.74%), 496,000
0.75 MW wave devices (0.72%), 32,100 1 MW tidal turbines (0.07%).
www.scientificamerican.com/article/
139-countries-could-get-all-of-theirpower-from-renewable-sources1/

PV utility thin-film
PV utility thin-film fixed
PV commercial rooftop
PV residential rooftop
Wave power
Tidal power
Solar thermal heat (/kWhth)

139 country
scenario

0.075
0.080
0.097
0.113
0.282
0.142
0.063

Energy
Costs fall
US investment
bank Lazard say
that utility scale
solar PV costs
fell 25% last
year. Since
2009, LCOEs
for PV and wind
fell 80% & 60%
respectively.
http://reneweconom
y.com.au/2015/wind
-and-solar-beatingconventional-fuelson-costs-lazard26273

Lazard

Wind and PV
LCOE $/MWh

Lazard also says
storage is
already
competitive in
some world
markets, at
utility scale
especially:
http://reneweconom
y.com.au/2015/lazar
d-energy-storagesector-at-inflectionpoint-as-costs-fall39784
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Germany could get to 37% by 2030 EU news
Germany is on track to achieve its 2030 renewable energy targets, but can meet even higher
shares of renewables by accelerating its deployment of renewable heating and transport
technologies. Renewable Energy Prospects Germany, a new report by IRENA, says that
Germany has the potential to further increase the amount of renewable power sourced from
solar photovoltaics and wind and achieve significantly higher shares of renewables in the enduse sectors. In IRENA’s REmap 2030, two-thirds of Germany’s total power generation is
from renewables, and, even
more importantly, half is from
REMap case: up to
cf Reference case:
the variable renewable energy
37% of energy from
30% of energy from
sources of solar and wind.
renewables by 2030
renewables by 2030
Installed wind capacity gets to
88 GW, split between 72 GW
onshore and 16 GW offshore.
Solar PV reaches 75 G W,
with more than three-quarters
coming from distributed
generation and over 10 GW
coming from decentralised
generation coupled with
storage. But it could do more,
getting up to 37% of its total
energy from renewables by
Spain
2030, with, on the heat side,
Energy
solar and heat pumps, and in
Matters look
at balancing:
transport, electric vehicles and
http://euanmearn
biofuels, renewables supplying 20% of overall transport energy by 2030:
s.com/redwww.irena.org/menu/index.aspx?mnu=Subcat&PriMenuID=36&CatID=141&SubcatID=660

electrica-deespana

On Germany, IRENA says ‘Efficiency measures and the renewable heating sector are the potential
Achilles’ heel of the Energiewende in the medium term. Renovation targets need to be met, and efficiency
regulations in the building sector must be harmonised with renewables targets to achieve the best technical and
economic solutions. Advanced biofuels represent an important enabling technology for applications such as
aviation and freight. The technologies exist to use non-food feedstocks to provide biofuels, but costs need to be
driven down through economies of scale. To utilise the limited availability of biomass resources in the most
sustainable and cost-effective way across competing uses, a Germany-specific bioenergy resource plan needs to
be developed. The new power market design that is being planned in Germany should create business
opportunities for heating storage and demand-side management technologies as well as sectoral linkages to
support grid integration of renewable power supply. Regular reviews are needed to ensure its effectiveness.’

… but the German pace may slow

Wind hit 33GW
briefly in Feb. PV
is also booming.
All too fast?

Last December, the Federal government’s new paper for EEG amendments made
it clear that it plans to slow down the Energiewende, with onshore wind growth
being hit most. Renewables International (RI) explained that Germany was already close to the 35%
2020 renewables target, with 33% of electricity coming from renewables. And over the next 10 years,
its growth will have to be kept in check if the maximum of 45% by 2025 remains in place. It’s going
too fast! So RI said ‘annual growth of all renewable electricity must be reined in at no more than 1.2
percentage points. A lot of offshore wind power is to be auctioned off by 2020 regardless of the share
of electricity. The result will be a dramatically shrinking auction amount for onshore wind power. A
back of the envelope calculation reveals that around 2 GW might be the new maximum annually gross
- meaning that decommissioned turbines will not be subtracted. The problem is that more than 2 GW
will be up for repowering by the end of this decade. The record year was 3.2 GW in 2002 (eclipsed in
2014 by 4.7 GW), so Germany might end up decommissioning 1.2 GW of wind power net in 2022.’
www.renewablesinternational.net/german-government-clamps-down-on-renewables-growth/150/537/92288/
US copy? http://thebulletin.org/can-germanys-renewable-energy-revolution-be-replicated-united-states9169
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EU climate Policy - now what?
The EU says the 1.5C global warming target agreed at COP 21 was
more than the 2 C it had planned for, and might depend on ‘negative
emissions’ technology. It had pledged to adopt a 40% emissions cut
by 2030, conditional on other countries making similar pledges. But
it might wait until the first of the 5-yearly review processes agreed at
COP21 had begun. By then it would be clearer! But, though it may
not be enough to keep under 1.5C, it would go no further than 40%: u

The COP 21 deal

‘forces each country into
a process of peer review.
Every country will need
to resubmit their plans
every five years. In the
end, it was decided,
monitored aspirations
would be more effective
than any binding
www.climatechangenews.com/2016/03/02/eu-plans-no-change-to-climate-target-before-2030 commitments that could
(or, more probably,
Though the ground is shifting. The head of Europe’s coal lobby said
could not) be achieved.
the industry will be ‘hated and vilified in the same way that slaveAbove all, with every
traders were once hated and vilified’ as a result of the COP21 deal,
body committed to
producing a plan
in a powerful diatribe sent to his members and global press outlets.
(because everybody
http://grist.org/climate-energy/coal-boss-fears-industry-will-be-hated-and-vilified-after-paris-agreement
agrees the challenge is
Peer pressure is also seen as a likely impetus for change - see Box.
important), it will be far
France may have an extra incentive to act. Apparently, with the
more difficult for any
country to argue that
predicated climate change/temperature/solar radiation increases,
failure to meet its
wine production may become difficult in southern France. So an
promises does not
experiment is being undertaken by INRA (the French National
matter.’	
  Martin Wolf
FT,15/11/15. But Brexit
agriculture research institute) with solar photovoltaic panels being
may wreck it! 	
  
used to partly shade the vines used for wine production. Salut!
http://tecsol.blogs.com/mon_weblog/2015/12/cop-21première-mondialeagrivoltaïsme-du-vin-catalan-transcendépar-lénergie-solaire.html

EU 2030 Renewables target - how to meet it
The EU has set a binding target of obtaining 27% of its energy of from renewables by 2030
but under pressure from some countries, the UK included, has not set binding renewables
targets for individual countries - it’s left to each country how to best meet the EU agreed
climate targets e.g. some might go for nuclear, or CCS. Though the EC expects them all to
come up with pledges on renewables. What happens if they don’t? If they do, will they be
binding? And what happens if the 27% target is missed, or looks like being missed? This
Towards 2030 Dialogue paper looks at what has be said so far. Basically there’s no clear
answer yet! The EC might call for extra efforts, or set indicative targets, but its all voluntary.
http://towards2030.eu/sites/default/files/Towards%202030%20%20Achieving%20the%20EU%20RES%20Target%20for%202030%20-%20Issue%20Paper%20No.%206.pdf

*Also see the Insight-E review of EU renewable support systems. It says heat and transport need
more backing: www.insightenergy.org/system/publication_files/files/000/000/018/original/HET10_Final.pdf
*The UK House of Lords EU Committee report into EU energy governance says that the EU-wide
binding 2030 renewables targets will not be delivered unless it is backed-up by a monitoring and
enforcement mechanism that acts as a guarantor for the agreement, and ensures that Member States
share the effort equitably: www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/lords-select/eu-energyenvironment-subcommittee/news-parliament-2015/eu-energy-governance-report/

How to support renewables - FiTs not auctions
The EU is calling for all Feed-in Tariff systems to be replaced by competitive contract auctions,
ostensibly since the latter allegedly lead to lower prices. However, a comparative study by Dr David
Toke has found that this may not be so. He says ‘it is certainly wrong to assume that recent reductions
in costs associated with renewable energy auction systems are caused by the auction systems
themselves. Rather, the cost reductions coincide with a period of declining costs for renewable
energy.’ Instead, he says ‘auction or tender programmes can reduce costs principally by rationing the
number of projects. If the emphasis on developing volume is preferred, then it may be that feed-in
tariffs could be an effective policy choice.’ http://journals.aau.dk/index.php/sepm/article/view/1197/1098
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China’s vast renewable potential Round the world
Wind and solar
both reach over 2
TW by 2040.
CNREC says
renewables could
supply 85% of
China’s power,
and 60% of all its
energy, by 2050*

China’s high renewables
CREAM-EDO model

SeeReviews

.. and a US input The US National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has been
collaborating with the China National Renewable Energy Center (CNREC) along with
other research institutes in China, and the Danish Energy Agency, in a programme aimed to
help China develop its renewables potential. Four technical reports have been produced which
essentially report on how the US has dealt with renewables. The first looks at ‘Historical and
current US strategies for boosting Distributed Generation’: www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/64843.pdf
It focuses mainly on US business and investment models, but briefly reports on China’s PV
programme. The second looks at ‘Advancing System Flexibility for High Penetration
Renewable Integration’ in the US: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/64864.pdf The third looks at
‘Renewables-Friendly’ Grid Development Strategies: Experience in the US, Potential
Lessons for China’. It describes US experiences in the planning and running of high
renewable electricity grid systems and also includes some comments on the often very serious
wind curtailment issues in China: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/64940.pdf And the fourth looks
at Electricity Capacity Expansion Modeling, Analysis, and Visualization: A Summary of
Selected High-Renewable Modeling Experiences: http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy16osti/64831.pdf It
focuses on NREL’s experience with capacity expansion modeling, including mention of the
NREL’s 80% high renewable 2050 model: www.nrel.gov/docs/fy12ogsti/52409-1.pdf But, for
comparison, it does also include the Figure above, from the China Renewable Energy
Analysis Model-Electricity and District Heating Optimization (CREAM-EDO) with high
renewables penetration. Amazing! 85% of electricity by 2050! For more see:
http://www.climatechangenews.com/2015/04/22/chinas-electricity-could-go-85-renewable-by-2050-study/ *

* Not all Sino-US interactions are so positive: see this case study of the EU-China solar panel antidumping dispute: http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10551-015-2897-5

Japan

Energy market deregulation aims to break the power of the big energy utilities.
So far, about 14 cities have formed companies to generate clean energy from local resources
and sell it to area businesses and homes. With full deregulation of markets now starting, the
government aims to have 1,000 city-operated companies up and running by 2021 in a direct
challenge to regional power monopolies. Local wind and PV co-ops are also spreading.
www.wsj.com/articles/japanese-towns-bank-on-renewable-energy-1450640000
*In a poll 36% of respondents said that they would switch to green power providers as long as prices

remain similar to what they are now, while and 5 % said that they would use renewable energy only if
prices decreased. 32% said that they do not want to use electricity generated by nuclear plants.
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2015/11/japan-s-local-energy-providers-turn-to-distributed-generation.html
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US choices - 100% renewables is possible

US wind

capacity is
Last year US academics Mark Jacobson and Mark Delucchi produced 100%
now 74 GW
renewable energy scenarios for 48 U.S. states, with full grid balancing. The
capacity
mean US-averaged levelized cost of energy in that study, including storage transmission,
distribution, maintenance, and array losses, was ~10.6 ¢/kWh for electricity and ~11.4 ¢/kWh
for all energy in 2013: http://web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/jacobson/Articles/I/USStatesWWS.pdf
Democratic contender in the presidential election Bernie Sanders backed renewables very
strongly and wanted nuclear phased out - with no more plant licensing renewals. Unlike all
the other candidates: https://berniesanders.com/people-before-polluters/invest-in-clean-sustainable-energy/
But it may be Clinton v Trump. What a choice! On climate, Trump said ‘I am not a believer.
I believe there’s weather. I believe there’s change, and I believe it goes up and it goes down,
and it goes up again.’ At COP21
Geothermal global push at COP21
Obama outlined US energy policy:
Perhaps lost in all the pro-nuclear lobbying (see below), 38
‘Over the last 7 years, we’ve made
countries and over 20 development agency and industry
ambitious investments in clean energy,
partners launched a Global Geothermal Alliance at COP21
& ambitious reductions in our carbon
in Paris, facilitated by IRENA, the International Renewable
emissions. We’ve multiplied wind
Energy Agency. It aims for a 500% increase in power
generation and 200% increase in heating by 2030. IRENA
power threefold, and solar power
Director-General Adnan Amin said: ‘While geothermal can
more than twentyfold, helping create
provide base-load power at some of the lowest costs for any
parts of America where these clean
power source, it remains under-developed’.
power sources are finally cheaper
Nearly 90 countries have potential for geothermal energy
resource development; however, just 13 GW of installed
than dirtier, conventional power.
capacity exists worldwide. It was noted that, although a
We’ve said no to infrastructure that
proven technology, the main obstacle for geothermal power
would pull high-carbon fossil fuels
investment and development has historically been the high
from the ground, & we’ve said yes to
upfront costs of surface geophysical studies and drilling to
explore for geothermal resources. But once a geothermal
the first-ever set of national standards
project is in operation, it can generate electricity at a low
limiting the amount of carbon pollution
cost. The Alliance will aim to overcome these barriers by
our power plants can release into the
mitigating risks, promoting technological cooperation,
sky.’ The Supreme Court didn’t agree!
coordinating regional and national initiatives and facilitating
geothermal energy investments into energy markets.
But there is good stuff happening: US
www.irena.org/EventDocs/GGA Joint Communique_COP21.pdf
developer Deepwater Wind and GE
plan a global first: an offshore wind project that uses 15 MW Li-ion on-land
US Wind
battery storage as back-up for its 90 MW wind farm off Long Island/Rhode
wins a final
Island, the first stage of its planned 1 GW scheme there.
5 year PTC
tax credit
extension
Some welcome changes for wind: www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/end-of-tonyabbotts-war-on-wind-farms-gives-green-light-to-capital-region-projects-20151213-glmer9.html
http://www.windpowermonthly.com/article/1376238/deepwater-wind-ge-plan-offshore-storage

Australia

Uganda A new report presents a scenario with a 100% renewable energy future for
Uganda. It says modern energy services can be rolled-out to the whole population by 2030
and by 2050 a modern energy system based on renewable energy sources can be achieved.
http://d2ouvy59p0dg6k.cloudfront.net/downloads/energy_report_for_uganda_2015.pdf

Uruguay now gets 94.5% of its electricity from renewables. In under 10 years the country
has slashed its carbon footprint and lowered electricity costs, without government subsidies.
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/dec/03/uruguay-makes-dramatic-shift-to-nearly-95-clean-energy

*Practical Action’s Poor People’s Energy Briefing series is worth a look:
http://policy.practicalaction.org/component/dspace/item/energy-access-and-urban-poverty

More research needed? Bill Gates, and also the Global Apollo project, want to
pour billions into energy R&D. But much of the technology exist - it just needs deploying.
That, and other harder social and political changes, are ‘how to win the climate battle’:
http://www.insidephilanthropy.com/home/2015/12/4/sorry-bill-gates-but-billions-for-energy-research-is-not-how.html

Geopolitical realities: www.chathamhouse.org/expert/comment/paris-climate-deal-establishes-new-normal
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Nuclear- ‘the answer to climate change’

Nuclear

A hard sell from the NEA: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dtqw11m2c_Q&feature=youtu.be
There may be some expansion is some places (like China), but the overall picture is of slow
decline. However, last year saw a concerted effort to put nuclear power back on the agenda,
timed to tie in with the Paris COP21 climate conference. With the IAEA leading the pack:
www.iaea.org/newscenter/news/consider-nuclear-sustainable-energy-iaea-deputy-director-general-cop21

James Hansen et al also joined in - though evidently he was not willing to be too upfront:
www.nuclearconsult.com/blog/dont-nuke-the-climate-james-hansens-nuclear-fantasies-exposed/.

But the media was:‘If we are serious about replacing fossil fuels, we are going to need
nuclear power’- said a New York Times piece: www.nytimes.com/2015/11/28/opinion/the-newatomic-age-we-need.html Scientific American joined in: www.scientificamerican.com/article/nuclearpower-must-make-a-comeback-for-climate-s-sake/ So did the (London) Times (28/11/15): ‘Nuclear
energy is the only proven source that matches wind or solar for cleanness and beats fossil
fuels for energy intensity. Britain must make the case for a step-change in nuclear capacity.’
So the tired old ideas resurface, with some new twists: SMRs, the Traveling Wave Reactor,
along with fusion. As IEER noted, the new fission ideas are long off and very uncertain:
http://ieer.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/SmallModularReactors.RevisedSept2013.pdf
http://ieer.org/resource/reports/traveling-wave-reactors-sodium-cooled-gold-at-the-end-of-a-nuclear-rainbow/

And fusion? Well the sun is fine! But there may be new money. Bill Gates unveiled his
Breakthrough Energy Coalition at COP21 - no relation we hope to the pro-nuke US
Breakthrough Institute. He’s backed the Traveling Wave Reactor, though so far the Coalition
has not made any nuclear commitment: www.breakthroughenergycoalition.com/
In the event the nuclear lobby didn’t get much from its big effort at COP21: no mention in the
finalitext:iwww.theecologist.org/News/news_analysis/2986693/nuclear_lobbyists_epic_cop21_fail_our_next_
job_keep_their_hands_off_climate_funds.html Maybe since renewables already supply double global
nuclear output! But the industry is till trying to win hearts and minds: www.world-nuclearnews.org/V-In-the-public-eye-nuclear-energy-and-society-0312151.html So the sad saga goes on:
Finland A real mess: http://energydesk.greenpeace.org/2016/03/07/finland-nuclear-failure-hinkley/

Hungary has upset the EU with its plan to subsidise the proposed two new nuclear plants
at Paks: it may break state aids rules. Not like the UK’s subsidy for Hinkley of course.
Romania has intervened in Austria’s lawsuit against the UK Hinkley deal. It wants one!
www.romania-insider.com/romania-steps-in-austria-vs-uk-lawsuit-on-nuclear-energy/161004/

Germany responsibility for phasing out nuclear power could be shared with energy firms
by setting up a publicly managed trust, the environment minister has said:
http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-germany-nuclear-decomissioning-idUKKBN0TI0MH20151129

Belgian phase out still on. The decisions to restart the nuclear plants in Belgium shut down
due to worries about cracks, and to extend the life of some, should not alter the overall phase
out plan, under which all are to shut by 2025. More in NM815: https://www.wiseinternational.org/
Russia starts up a new fast reactor. Unit 4 of the Beloyarsk plant in the Sverdlovsk district
of the Urals was connected to the national grid late last year. The 789MW BN-800 fast neutron
reactor is fuelled by a mix of uranium and plutonium oxides arranged to produce new fuel as
it burns. It follows on from the 35 year old 560 MW BN-600 Beloyarsk 3 fast reactor.
Nuclear bet hedged: the Chinese company, CGN, that is investing in the UK Hinkley
project, is also investing €1bn in a French solar company, Inovia, that aims to install 1 GW of
PV in France over the next 5 years: www.eubusiness.com/news-eu/france-china-solar.15im
*100 reasons to avoid nuclear power: https://www.100-gute-gruende.de/pdf/g100rs_en.pdf
http://interestingengineering.com/nuclear-fantasy-why-nuclear-doesnt-have-a-place-in-our-energy-future/
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3. Forum Odds and ends for you to chew on

Comments welcome!

Europe not really all becalmed
‘Pan-European lulls in the wind stretching from Spain in the South to Sweden in the North,
Britain to the West and Germany in the East are commonplace. The combined wind capacity
of these six countries is 97.9 GW. On occasions the output from this gigantic resource falls
below 3 GW, a load of 2.9%. At present and for the foreseeable future the only way to
mitigate for wind variability is back-up from other dispatchable power sources. Building inter
connectors may provide a marginal partial solution for some of the time but cannot provide a
reliable solution at the pan-European scale.’ So said Euan Mearns in Energy Matters last
year: http://euanmearns.com/the-wind-in-spain-blows/ Yes, maybe, occasionally, but then, in addition
to sources further east, some short-term demand peak shifting and storage output, in terms of
supply, it’s not just wind: solar might be at maximum then and tidal is unrelated to wind or
sun. So is biomass, hydro and geothermal, with any local excesses of these being available via
the interconnects for where they are needed during a long wind lull. Only if all that fails
might a few old standby/emergency gas plants come in handy - assuming we are taking about
a high renewables future, when most fossil plants have gone. Otherwise they could just ramp
up. This all gets explored in Dave Elliott’s new ‘Green power balancing’ book. See plug later!

Geopolitics and Renewables
‘We currently have hardly any academic research on how the geographic abundance of
renewable sources will affect energy system topology and cross-border energy flows, or how
intermittency, the possibility for decentralized generation and the generally electric nature of
renewable energy transportation and storage will pose new challenges to energy trade and
security. What strategic considerations and political tensions may be expected?’ So say
Daniel Scholten and Rick Bosman in an interesting paper in Technological Forecasting and
Social Change. To help, they offer some intriguing insights. Firstly, there could be a shift in
considerations from getting access to resources to strategic positioning in infrastructure
management. It’s certainly how China sees things - it wants to be the manufacturing base and
supply chain management agency for renewable energy technology: see ‘China’s Renewable
Energy Revolution’ (Palgrave Pivot), John Mathews and Hao Tan. Second, there could be a
shift in strategic leverage from (global) producers to (national) consumers, with the emphasis
on rendering balancing and storage services. Finally, in the extreme, most countries to might
become a ‘prosumer country’, with little global involvement. That would, they say, ‘greatly
reduce any form of geopolitical concern’. So overall renewables may change global markets
and power relations radically. Mostly for the better, one would hope. Though, unless we all
move to an off-grid Hobbit world, there will be a lot of supergrid-based interdependence and
sharing, to aid balancing locally variable supply and demand. In which case, the paper says, a
lot of issues emerge: ‘How to manage the intermittency of power generation in cross-border
networks; how will damages in one area incurred by fluctuating power in another area be
resolved; what new modes of operating these systems may be required?’ Countries with major
energy storage facilities or major renewable resources may dominate. Fascinating stuff…
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0040162515003091#cr0005

Biomass doubts recycled in a new report ‘Biomyths, the Costly Carbon Scam of Bioenergy’
The Global Forest Coalition says large-scale bioenergy is being promoted as a replacement to some fossil fuels,
based on what it calls the myth of its ‘carbon neutrality’. Far from being renewable, the report says bioenergy
could cause even worse ecological & social impacts than fossil fuels and its rapid growth is a cause for concern.
Yes, some biomass is bad, but surely not all of it: http://globalforestcoalition.org/biomyths-report-pr/
Also, on BECCS, see http://www.biofuelwatch.org.uk/2015/beccs-report/
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FiTs and RPS unite and fight! The USA’s Renewable Portfolio
Standards (RPS) and the EU’s feed-in tariffs support systems both seek to mitigate global
climate change by promoting renewable energy. Felix Mormann from Stanford Law School/
University of Miami School of Law say that ‘contrary to the literature’s traditional view that
renewable portfolio standards and feed-in tariffs are mutually exclusive policy alternatives’
they can in fact be closely integrated ‘to harness the competitive market forces inherent in
portfolio standards and redirect them to optimize overall risk allocation’. Pity FiTs are on the
way out in the EU! The RPS is not as good:
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2692750 And auctions, the newly favoured option,
are even worse: they don’t reduce cost of renewable energy any more than conventional feedin tariffs - but do act to limit the volume of renewable energy. See
http://journals.aau.dk/index.php/sepm/article/view/1197 But see http://euanmearns.com/a-christmas-conundrum/

Partial Planning The new UK planning rules for wind projects mean that local
communities can have more of an influence, which sounds good in theory. It will also make
local Neighbourhood plans more central. If a project does not fit in with them, it will be easy
to oppose it. Strange though that fracking or nuclear projects are not treated the same way…
But of course local control isn’t always helpful: www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/us-townrejects-solar-panels-amid-fears-they-suck-up-all-the-energy-from-the-sun-a6771526.html

Energy Storage It may undermine supply, but help balancing and market growth:
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2015/09/batteries-may-curb-sales-by-power-companies-moody-s-says.html
http://analysis.energystorageupdate.com/storage-firms-attract-more-long-term-investors-commercial-launches-multiply

Eat it! Many new battery ideas are emerging, including this non-flammable flow battery using (blue) cake dye! http://www.climatenewsnetwork.net/safer-battery-could-spark-investment-in-renewables/

Save it A timely reminder of the value of energy efficiency. At least half the answer:
www.huffingtonpost.com/teija-lahtinuuttila/energy-efficiency-makes-m_b_8655312.html

Progress is certainly being made in the UK. Sussex Energy Group at Sussex University say
that total household energy use fell by19% between 2000 and 2014, despite a 12% rise in the
number of households and a 9.7% rise in population. On average, individual households now
use 37% less energy than they did in 1970, with the bulk of this fall occurring since 2004.
Between 2004 and 2011, total household gas use fell by 5% p.a on average.
http://blogs.sussex.ac.uk/sussexenergygroup/2015/12/17/cied-evidence-to-the-ecc-on-home-energy-efficiency-and-demand-reduction/

Believe it Nuclear fusion for a tenth of a second. Still a way to go to beat the sun!
www.iflscience.com/technology/germany-just-successfully-fired-their-nuclear-fusion-reactor
www.nature.com/news/nuclear-physics-pull-together-for-fusion-1.17708 Fission lobbyists are also still
adamant: http://energyforhumanity.org/featured/a-most-unwise-campaign/ They claim that ‘even the

much-maligned Olkiluoto 3 nuclear project turns out to be very fast way of adding lowcarbon energy production when compared to any real-world combination of alternatives’.
http://energyforhumanity.org/featured/dont-nuke-the-climate-a-response/

Really? Let’s hope they don't want to put them at sea level, like many of the existing ones:
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/energy/2015/12/151215-as-sea-levels-rise-are-coastal-nuclear-plants-ready/
- .VoDTLVswfQ8.twitter And they find somewhere safer for the waste they will produce:
http://scienceblog.com/479898/nuclear-waste-storage-sites-in-rock-salt-may-be-more-vulnerable-thanpreviously-thought/ - 7Mz58jXvrSS2EgRY.97

Love it forever Some US nuclear plants may be allowed to run for 80 years if the NRC
agrees extensions beyond the 60 year extensions (on their original 40 year planned life) that
some have already: www.world-nuclear-news.org/RS-NRC-drafts-guidance-for-80-year-lives-2112157.html
Rely on it ‘The renewables lobby has to face up to the need for a base load electricity
capacity that is reliable and clean on the days that the wind does not blow and the sun
doesn’t shine... Unless there is a scientific breakthrough on carbon capture, nuclear and gas
are the only shows in town. Those advocating renewable energy have to accept this.’ GMB.
* For a robust challenge to nuclear by Amory Lovins see: http://thebulletin.org/commentary/nuclear-distraction
And mostly critical views from some others: http://thebulletin.org/experts-nuclear-power-and-climate-change8996
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Climate Crisis: take you pick A UN report says 90% of disasters are weatherrelated: www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=52627#.VltPZIXw-v9 The FAO says food supplies
are being hit by extreme weather: http://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/11/26/climatechange-summit-foodfao-idUKL8N13L3O920151126 But the Scientific American say the impacts will be slow and low:
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/climate-change-will-not-be-dangerous-for-a-long-time/

Meanwhile COP21 in Paris came and went, with most of the media seeing it as a great
global triumph. Not so James Hanson. He said the outcome was a fraud: ‘no action, just
promises’. Maybe a bit harsh - most of the national promises were good! And India said it
will lead a global solar alliance of 120 countries. There are limits, but COP21 does perhaps
represent a ‘watershed’ change, as IRENA said, with climate costs now being seen as crucial
by a wider range of players, including the business sector. Investors may now feel more
confident that governments polices will support new green energy projects. That may be an
answer to the doubts expressed by Google, who in 2011, after researching the renewable
options, concluded (maybe prematurely) that they were too expensive to be adopted widely:
http://spectrum.ieee.org/energy/renewables/what-it-would-really-take-to-reverse-climate-change They were
actually quite positive about the technology: www.google.org/energyinnovation/learnmore.html But
didn’t seem to think of eco-cost benefits being included. That may now change. At the same
time, renewable generation costs have fallen dramatically since 2011. So there’s hope yet.
Though, as ever, Energy Matters, sees it all as a dubious, even duplicitous, side show:
http://euanmearns.com/cop-out-21/ Certainly there are some easy ‘outs’, and no binding targets.
But it’s a starting point for serious change. This well thought out follow-up proposal seems
sensible: www.postcarbon.org/renewable-energy-after-cop21/ And this book may be a contribution:

Balancing green power: How to deal with variable energy sources
David Elliott’s new Institute of Physics book - http://iopscience.iop.org/book/978-0-7503-1230-1
The use of renewable energy is expanding rapidly, but some renewable sources are variable
or intermittent. If the use of renewables is to expand further, ways have to be found of
compensating for this variability. Fortunately there are many and as this book sets out to
show, taken together, they can help balance grid systems as increasing amounts of renewable
capacity is added. They include flexible generation plants, energy storage systems smart grid
demand management and supergrid imports and exports. This new book outlines the options,
and explores how they might be integrated together in a reliable and sustainable energy
system, avoiding wasteful curtailment of excess output and minimising the cost of grid
balancing. It reviews a wide range of assessments of the viability of the various approaches,
drawing on technical studies and strategic analysis from the UK, EU and USA. It also looks at
how balancing issue are impacting elsewhere in the world, including in China. Written in easy
to access non-technical style, but with extensive references to more detailed studies, it argues
that, with proper attention to balancing, flexible system development and energy saving,
renewables can supply the bulk of the energy needed globally in the years ahead reliably.

What next? Many saw the COP 21 Paris deal as opening up the way for renewables.
However, while the COP 21 agreement acknowledges ‘the need to promote universal access
to sustainable energy in developing countries, in particular in Africa, through the enhanced
deployment of renewable energy’, as the World Nuclear Association noted, it does not
otherwise make reference to any specific energy technology. So we may see a scrabble for
slots between renewables and nuclear within this sort of Deep Decarbonisation framework:
http://deepdecarbonization.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/DDPP-press-release-150915.pdf Though there
are other options. As the Financial Times put it ‘The 1.5C upper limit is likely to be breached
in the coming decades but could possibly be regained later in the century through large-scale
net negative emissions achieved via biological and geological carbon storage’. FT 14/12/15
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